Greetings Fellow Trader!
We have developed this simple and easy to
use indicator so that all users can benefit from it by:
Time:

Accuracy:

Reducing the amount of
time spent trading.

Accurate timing on entries and exits
means higher profits and better margins.

Risk

Condictions:

Minimizing the
risk of loss.

Signals are accurate regardless of the
market conditions.

What is the PXI?

The Plutus eXploration Index falls under the centred momentum oscillator moving in the opposite direction. Two
category which means that it fluctuates above and below a central point lines move in unison and crossovers
or line. Apex levels exist, where the indicator will reach a peak, and start will signal a buy and a sell.

Setting up the indicator:
Once you have received your invite, the indicator will appear under your “my invite only” scripts in trading view
detailed charts screen. Select HP_PXI and add it to your chart. For free accounts on TradingView, the indicator
limit is set to x3, so please de-activate something if you hit this limit. You can access the PXI setting in the string
of icons that follow after the indicators name. In order:
Name | Visibility | Settings | Show source code | Delete | More
Under the settings, there are two tabs. One for the style, which you may freely change to suit your
preferences. And then the first tab, for Inputs. The default settings for Long Minima, Short Maxima and
Integrated EMA should not be changed.
The critical change to make in the input settings is the time frame! The time frame on the price chart and the
time frame on the indicator have to match! The range of allowable time frames is as follows:
15min | 30min | 1h | 4h | 12h | 1d | 2d | 1week

How to use the PXI:

Maximizing Profitability:

The apex levels on the oscillator differ for each asset and vary
depending on the selected time frame. The signals provided near apex
points shall hold more weight. We recommend that traders assess
these levels properly before considering a position.
Sell signal: Sell signals occur when the quick line (default blue)
crosses over the slow line (default orange) from above.
A red arrow down will mark this point in time out on the chart.

The indicator strives to keep
positions open long enough to
reap real rewards in the market.
Maximum profit levels naturally
occur around the apex points on
the indicator chart, and the onus
is on the trader to attempt an early
exit once these levels are achieved.

Buy signal: Buy signals occur when the quick line (default blue)
crosses the slow line (default orange) from bellow.
A green arrow down will mark this point in time out on the chart.

Additional points to consider:
Most profitable trading signals occur on the daily time frames while
considering the duration of trades and timing of the signals. For the
lowest risk levels, weekly time frames are most suitable. From the
weekly timeframe down, the risk increases incrementally until you reach
the 15min time frame. Signals at the lower levels occur more often and

they are effective but, they should,
however, be monitored closely.
Also, the lower the time frame, the
higher the chances of false-positive
signals.
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